HONOR COUNCIL ABSTRACT

"ANNE"

Anne turned herself in to Honor Council for a potential violation of the academic portion of the Honor Code. An inquiry was convened to address the situation.

After the Chairperson read the relevant portions of the Code, the factual portion of the inquiry began. Anne, a freshman, and her roommate Sara are both taking the same Economics course. They had been given a take-home quiz to complete during the week. The quiz stated that neither the quiz question nor the degree of difficulty of the quiz was to be discussed. Anne took the quiz Monday night, while Sara was not planning to take the quiz until later that week. Sara had a paper and another test that same week and was working extremely hard. After Anne had taken the quiz, which she felt was fairly easy, she left the library and stopped to talk to Sara who was studying. Anne told Sara not to worry as "it" was not that bad. Another person from their Customs Group was in earshot and asked Jim, one of their Custom's people, if Anne's comment was a possible violation of the Honor Code. Jim spoke to Anne and suggested that she approach Honor Council, which she did. Anne told the Jury that she had intended her comment to refer not to the degree of difficulty of the quiz, but to Sara's academic course load for the week. Anne also said that the comment was meant to reassure her friend that it would not be awful if Sara did not do well on the quiz. Sara, who was present for this portion of the inquiry, confirmed that her friend's remark had not changed the amount of time that she studied for the quiz.

At this point the Jury ended the factual portion of the inquiry. Anne left the room. Because Anne's remark could have been taken as an indication of the degree of difficulty of the quiz, the Jury consensed that a violation had occurred.

The circumstantial portion of the inquiry began. Anne once again said that she made the remark not to affect Sara's performance on the test, but because she did not want to see her roommate working so hard. Anne felt that had the quiz been difficult her remark to Sara would have been the same. Anne told the Jury that she was completely unaware that her remark could be thought of as transferring information, and therefore a violation of the
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